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down-to-earth instruction on how to draft well-organized and clearly articulated legal documents.
A culmination of twenty-five years of teaching in the highly regarded Legal Drafting Program at the
University of Florida College of Law, the book is designed to be used as a resource for law students
and practicing attorneys, as well as a textbook for drafting classes. The text is particularly strong in
its discussions of how to organize a document, often the most difficult task facing a drafter and
typically under-addressed in other drafting manuals. Equally useful are the very concrete
recommendations on how to articulate the language of a document in order to achieve clarity and
precision. The text helpfully distinguishes traditional drafting principles from common conventions
and stylistic preferences. The litigation chapter addresses complaints, answers and motions. Useful
examples range from a simple negligence complaint to a complex statutory-based multi-count
complaint and appropriate responses. The contracts chapter includes an extensive discussion, with
examples, on how to create for any contract a logical, coherent framework that underlines the
drafters (and presumably...
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Reviews
The ebook is great and fantastic. It is among the most remarkable ebook we have go through. I am easily can get a pleasure of looking at a published
publication.
-- Clement Hessel I
Thorough guideline! Its this kind of excellent read. This is certainly for all those who statte there was not a well worth reading. Your way of life period will
probably be transform once you complete reading this book.
-- Mr s. Alia B or er
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